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Abstract: The computer or any devices use the concept of parallelism for speedup of system operations. The one of parallelism

technique is pipelining concept. Many devices using the pipelining for increase speed and throughput. The overall pipeline stage can be
subdivided into stages such as fetch, decode, execute, store. In this paper the design and simulation of four stage pipeline can be done
separately using the Xilinx ISE and Modelsim simulator. It shows how the each stage of pipeline performs the operations.
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1. Introduction

2. Concept of pipelining

An instruction as the name instructs the computer what to do.
In simple terms, every line of a program that we as users
write instructs the computer to perform a series of
operations. A computer understand these high level
instructions by converting them into a machine
understandable form known as machine language comprising
of 1’s and 0’s. The work to be done in an instruction is
broken into smaller steps (pieces), each of which takes a
fraction of the time needed to complete the entire instruction.
Each of these steps is a pipe stage (or a pipe segment). Pipe
stages are connected to form a pipe.

Pipelining, a standard feature in RISC processors, allows for
multiple instructions are overlapped in execution (to be
executed during one clock cycle). In a pipelined processor,
the datapath is divided into subsequent stages. Each stage is
given an input from the previous stage, performs a specific
operation on the given input, and passes the resulting output
to the next stage in the datapath.

An instruction cycle is the basic operation cycle of a
computer. It is the process by which a computer retrieves a
program instruction from its memory, determines what
actions the instruction requires, and carries out those actions.
This cycle is repeated continuously by the central processing
unit (CPU), from boot up to when the computer is shut
down. In simpler CPUs, the instruction cycle is executed
sequentially: each instruction is completely processed before
the next one is started. In most modern CPUs, the instruction
cycle is instead executed concurrently in parallel, as an
instruction pipeline: the next instruction starts being
processed before the previous instruction is finished, which
is possible because the cycle is broken up into separate steps.

Each of these steps is called a pipe stage or a pipe segment.
The stages are connected one to the next to form a pipe—
instructions enter at one end, progress through the stages,
and exit at the other end. The throughput of an instruction
pipeline is determined by how often an instruction exits the
pipeline. The time required between moving an instruction
one step down the pipeline is a processor cycle. Because all
stages proceed at the same time, the length of a processor
cycle is determined by the time required for the slowest pipe
stage, the longest step would determine the time between
advancing pipe stage. In a computer, this processor cycle is
usually one clock cycle (sometimes it is two, rarely more).
Under these conditions, the speedup from pipelining equals
the number of pipe stages. Thus, the time per instruction on
the pipelined processor will not have its minimum possible
value, yet it can be close.

Pipeling computer architecture has recieved considerable
attention since the 1960s when the need for faster and more
cost effective system became critical.the merit of pipeling is
that it can help to match the speed of various subsystems
without duplicating the cost of the entire system involved.as
technology evolves faster and cheaper LSI circuits became
available,and the future of pipeling either in a simple or
complex form became more promising. Pipelining is a
technique for overlapping operations during execution.
Today this is a key feature that makes fast CPUs. Different
types of pipeline are instruction pipeline, operation pipeline,
and multi-issue pipelines.

Pipelining yields a reduction in the average execution time
per instruction. The reduction can be viewed as decreasing
the number of clock cycles per instruction (CPI), as
decreasing the clock cycle time, or as a combination. If the
starting point is a processor that takes multiple clock cycles
per instruction, then pipelining is usually viewed as reducing
the CPI. This is the primary view we will take. If the starting
point is a processor that takes one (long) clock cycle per
instruction, then pipelining decreases the clock cycle time.

In this paper we are going to simulate the pipelining stages
such as fetch, decode, execute, store separately. The separate
simulation can be done in order to show the working of
every stage. The simulation procedure can be done by the
use of Xilinx ISE tool and Modelsim simulator.

The time required for moving an instruction from one stage
to the next: a machine cycle (often this is one clock cycle).
The execution of one instruction takes several machine
cycles as it passes through the pipeline. After a certain time
(N-1 cycles) all the N stages of the pipeline are working: the
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Figure1: Processing of instruction
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3.2 Instruction Decode & Operand Fetch (ID)
Once the Instruction Register is loaded with the instruction,
decoding of that instruction along with operand fetching
starts (decode the instruction and fetch the source
operand(s)). Depending upon the instruction format (R, I or
J), opcode along with the function code fields are used to
decode the instruction. Simultaneously, the two source
operands are fetched using the Rs1 and Rs2 field of the
instruction. The fetched operands are stored in two internal
register A and B. As operand fetch takes place even before
the instruction decoding, fetching operand values into A and
B registers take place for all three instruction forms (R, I and
J) even though some instructions may have one or zero
source operands. Simultaneous register fetch is possible due
to the fixed field decoding (source operand fields are always
at the position in all instruction formats). Thus,
A <-- Rs1; B <- Rs2;
3.3 Execution (EX)
In this phase, perform the operation specified by the
instruction.
Arithmetic instructions are executed as follows. The
operands (A and B register) for R-format and (A and Imm)
for I-format are sent to the ALU with the appropriate control
signal for performing the arithmetic operation. The control
signals for the ALU and the MUX used to choose the second
operand (between B and Imm) are derived by the control unit
using the opcode and function code fields of the instruction
in IR. Thus,
ALU_out <-- A (+) B (for instruction in R-format)
ALUo_ut <-- A (+) Imm (for instruction in I-format)
Data transfer instructions, only computing the effective
address of the memory location is done in the EX phase. For
example, in case of a LOAD instruction,
LD R2, 8(R1)
the decode and operand fetch phase has fetched the source
register (R1) in A and the displace has been sign extended in
Imm register.

or NPC depending whether or not the condition specified in
conditional branch instruction is true. For ALU instruction,
Rd <-- ALU_out
For LD instruction
Rd <-- LDR
The computer is controlled by a clock whose period is such
that the fetch, decode, execute, store steps of any instruction
can each be completed in one clock cycle. In the first clock
cycle, the fetch unit fetches an instruction I1 and stores it in
buffer B1 at the end of the clock cycle. In the second clock
cycle, the instructions fetch unit proceeds with the fetch
operation for instruction I2. The decode unit performs the
operation specified by instruction I1, which is available to it
in buffer B1. By the end of the second clock cycle, the
decoding of instruction I1 is completed and instruction I2 is
available. Step execute of I1 is performed by the execution
unit during the third clock cycle, while instruction I3 is being
fetched by the fetch unit.
But in this paper we are going to ignore the hazards takes
place during the pipelining. Therefore the methods for
avoiding pipeline hazards also ignored.

4. Application
The advantages of a pipelining are an increase in throughput
and reduced response time. This processor can be used not
only in traditional computing applications such as desktops,
laptops, workstation etc. but also as a component in another
piece of technology such as either a cell phone, digital
camera, portable digital assistant, household appliances,
automobile antilock brake system and many more.

5. Simulation result
The pipelining is divided into four sub stages such as fetch,
decode, execute, store. The simulation of each stage is done
by using Xilinx ISE and Modelsim simulator and is shown
bellow. The technology schematic for each stage is also
shown. The Verilog HDL can be used to design the each
stage of pipelining.

Control instructions (branching (by PC relative address), the
branch target address is calculated by adding the offset
(given in the offset field of the instruction, loaded and sign
extended in the Decode phase in the Imm register, to the
Next Program Counter (NPC) value. That is,
ALU_out <-- NPC + Imm
For this, the first input operand is NPC which is Multiplexed
with operand from the A register.
Store (ST) / (result write)
In this phase, for ALU and Load instructions, the result value
is written in the destination register (store the result in the
destination location). For branch instruction, PC is loaded
with the branch target address (calculated in the EX phase)
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Figure 4:Waveform and Technology schematic for Fetch(IF)
stage

Figure 5:Waveform and Technology schematic for
Decode(ID) stage

Figure 6:Waveform and Technology schematic for
Execute(EX) stage

Figure 7:Waveform and Technology schematic for
Store(ST) stage

6. Conclusion
The pipelining concept takes lot of advantages in many of
the systems. The pipelining has some of the hazards. In this
paper the hazards concept is ignored. The pipelining of
instructions which reduce the CPI, increases the speed of
execution or operation, and also increase throughput of
overall system. This is basic concept of any system and lot of
improvement can be done in pipelining concept to increase
the speed of system. The future scope is to apply the concept
to different embedded systems and we can see how the
performance increases by this concept.
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